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Well, the Region 02 Summit is finally over! Once again,
the Summit managed to be bigger and better than any
year before. The crew of the Hephaestus won a few hon-
ors (see the Awards section of the Anvil for a list of this
year’s awards). Several interesting things happened at the
Summit, but the most interesting fact is that the Starfleet
crew of the Hephaestus has risen to 26 members! That’s
incredible! If we can get a few of our currently expired SFI
members to renew, we could easily crest 30!

Another membership-related statistic. As of the end of
the 2002 Region 02 Summit, Region 02 had grown to
become the second largest Region in Starfleet!  For a
Region 02 only 4 states, that’s an amazing statistic! 

Regarding the Summit, Pete Mohney and I are Chair and
Vice Chair of a committee bidding to bring the 2004
Starfleet International Conference to Birmingham. We
believe our bid looks really good, containing representation
from many chapters across Region 02.We had hoped to
find out who won the bid on February 15, based on the
written guidelines downloaded from Starfleet’s web site. As
we discovered, those guidelines are not followed to the let-
ter, and the decision for 2004 will be made at the 2002
International Conference, in August of this year. Keep your
fingers crossed!

After a two-year absence, the Hephaestus Yard Sale will
be held once again at our home. The yard sale was so
successful two years ago that we haven’t really needed a
fund-raiser since! But, as you can see (from the treasury
reports), it’s time to go to that well again. We’re setting the
date for April 6, 2002.

The rules are simple. If possible, please label your own
merchandise in 25 cent increments and with your initials.
50% of all money raised goes directly to the ship’s treas-
ury. If you desire, you can donate the remaining 50% of
your money to the chapter, in exchange for membership
time (bought at double the normal price).

As you know, we have a SMALL house! PLEASE hold as
much as possible at your home until you absolutely can’t
hold it any longer. The Business meeting for April is on

April 1, which would be an ideal time to turn over mer-
chandise for us. More about this in coming months, but if
you have questions, please call and speak with Denby at
(205) 620-1302.

If you have an e-mail address, and you aren’t receiving
e-mail from me, then make sure I have it. Send it to me at
TrekNoid@aol.com, and I’ll add you to the Hephaestus
mailing list. This has become a very convenient way to
keep everyone in touch for last-minute items (like the
Voyager farewell party I referenced above). Members and
Subscribers alike are welcome.

Another reminder here for all of you to contribute to the
Anvil. It doesn’t have to be anything major… do a book
review… or a movie review… or write a poem or a story…
Whatever you want, please send it in! or e-mail it to
Dennis Evans at theanvil@charter.net.
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Greetings,

There will be no extra
activities scheduled for
April, with The Yard sale
that month it will be a full
month already.  The Yard
sale will be April 6th at
the Potts home.  Setup
will be Friday, the 5th,
also at the Potts home.
The Yard sale is the main
source of income for the
Hephaestus so if you
have something you wish

to sale contact Denby about it.

Remember that the May Social meeting has been
changed to a movie night.  We will be attending Star Wars
Episode II, most likely at the Trussville Cinemas.  Time will
be announced at a later time.  So don't show up at Pete
and Sue Ellens or you will likely find no one home.  

I am planning a Zoo trip, most likely for June.  The exact
date has not been nailed down just yet.  I know it is early
but any input as to dates that would be best for you are
welcome.  I cannot promise your date as a date will be
chosen that will accommodate the most people.  

That is all for now.  Until next month.

Dennis

While at the Summit I read an article on a new
way to treat brain aneurysms. The procedure is
for the MD to insert an IV needle into the femoral
artery and thread a probe to the brain to the site
of the aneurysm. Once the probe is in place in
the aneurysm, soft wire size metal is inserted into
it. The metal causes blood to clot around it and
seal the aneurysm. The metal will stay with the
patient the rest of their life, but that is less a
problem than having a blood vessel to rupture in
the brain causing a stroke. This could prove to
cost less than open brain surgery and clamping
the aneurysm.

Neil Yawn

The Ruby-Crowned
Kinglet {Regulus
calrndula}

Next to hummingbirds,
kinglets are our small-
est birds. Ruby-
crowned Kinglets are
only four inches in
length and weight ¼

ounce. Olive-green with an eye-ring, wingbars, and a light edg-
ing to the wing feathers, Ruby-crowned Kinglets characteristically
flick their wings as they hop among the branches. When captur-
ing insects from the underside of leaves, they hover like hum-
mingbirds. only males possess the ruby crown that gives the
species its name. The Ruby-crowned Kinglet’s tee-de-leet, tee-
da-leet, tee-da-leet song carries well considering their small size.
Though they nest in the spruce and fir forest of northern New
England, they are primarily known as spring and fall migrants
through most of the East. Some individuals winter at lower ele-
vations as far north as New Jersey. Seemingly fearless, they
sometimes approach to within a few feet of people.

Wilson, J.D.; Common Birds of North America Eastern
Edition; Willow Creek Press, Canada; 2001. pp111.
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The
March
Business
meeting
was held
at Barnes
and Noble
in Hoover.
The meet-

ing was short, and sweet, due to the quick exit of the
Commanding Officer and Secretary, due to an urgent need
for an emergency publication of the Region 02 Summit
program book. The books for March were discussed
briefly, followed by the unveiling of the Lego Region 02

Logo, created by a certain CO with too much time on his
hands! General discussion followed, and then we left the
crew playing ‘Poor Man’ dalmuti.

The March Social meeting was held at the home of Pete
and Sue Ellen Mohney.  Likely due to the calm-down peri-
od following the Region 02 Summit, attendance was very
light (and very tired!). The Region 02 Summit was briefly
reviewed, and much shock was expressed when it was
announced that Danny Potts actually managed to win the
Dalmuti crown! The crew watched a ‘Lord of the Rings’
special. A movie night was announced for the following
weekend. The crew then adjourned for socializing.

All times, dates and locations are subject to change without notice. Please con-
tact Captain Danny Potts or any other command officer before attending meet-
ings if you haven’t been in touch recently.

April 1 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

April 5 7:00pm Set Up for Yard Sale, Potts’

April 6 7:00am-1:00pm Yard Sale, Potts’

April 19 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys’ (FRIDAY NIGHT)

May 6 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

May 17 TBA Movie Night, Star Wars Episode II

June 3 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

June 21 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys’ (FRIDAY NIGHT)

The following awards were won by the crew of the USS Hephaestus
at the 2002 Region 02 Summit:

Newsletter of the Year - The Anvil

Newsletter, Best Cover - The Anvil

Junior Member of the Year - Nick Mohney

Barbara Paul Superior Performance Award - Pete Mohney

Pete Mohney was promoted to Rear Admiral at the Region 02 Summit! 

Congratulations Pete! 

Danny Potts, after five years of reaching the finals, managed to break through and win the crown of the Great
Dalmuti!

Apr 1 Grace Lee Whitney (Janice Rand)
Apr 15 Michael Ansara (Kang)
Apr 18 Avery Brooks (Captain Sisco)
Apr 29 Kate Mulgrew (Captain Janeway)



Treasury
Report
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Previous Balance: 125.31
Income: 5.00 Donations
Expenses: -15.00 Pizza

-5.57 Social Night
-11.40 Anvil Postage

New Balance: 98.34

There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will
cease receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal
reminder note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to renew.
You can, of course, renew whenever you like! It will always
extend your membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International
membership expiration dates are known (I have your
Starfleet card with your expiration date on it). Due to some
problems with memberships not being received, I’m going
to take a closer hand in keeping up with expirations,
renewals and lost Communiqués. 

Member                                            Expires

Ashley Murray 11/26/01

Pat Simmons 12/14/01

Becky Akins 05/31/02

Mark, Pamela and Michelle Lindsay 07/16/02

Neil and Lynnette Yawn 08/13/02

Dennis Evans 09/26/02

Roy Green 10/13/02

Pete, Sue Ellen, Nick and Katrina Mohney 10/13/02

Arthur Sheffield 12/08/02

Dean Brown 01/05/03

Nancy O’Shields 01/20/03

Sheila Benton 01/22/03

Danny, Denby and Matthew Potts 02/21/03

Cynthia Hebbard 03/01/03

Roger and Debra Burhite 03/03/03

Lisa Cardwell 03/09/03

Katie Cundiff 03/09/03

Randy Stephenson 03/09/03

Dean Meadows 03/09/03

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp


Episode Title: “Oasis

Synopsis/Episode Description:

Game show host Tom Bergeron will appear in an
upcoming ‘Enterprise’ episode entitled “Oasis”.
Bergeron said he would be playing an alien trader
named Damar, or something sounding similar to that.
His character will feature full make-up and a head
cast, and will interact with Archer and T’Pol in the
opening scene of the episode. Bergeron is the host of
‘Hollywood Squares’ and ‘America’s Funniest Home Videos’.

DS9 regular Rene Auberjonois (‘Odo’) will have a role in an
episode entitled “Oasis,” airing after “Acquisition.”
Previously, game show host Tom Berenger reported that
he would guest in an episode entitled “Osmosis”, so it is
possible that this may be the same episode with titular
confusion.

The episode opens with T’Pol, Tucker, and Archer sharing
dinner with an alien trader named D’Marr, as the
Enterprise is in need of duratanium, in order to patch frac-
tures on the hull. D’Marr says that he prefers to deal in
more exotic things like silk and spices, but he knows of a
ship in a nearby system that has the merchandise they
want. When asked why he didn’t retrieve any of the mer-
chandise to sell himself, D’Marr asserts that the ship is
haunted and that the Enterprise should keep its distance. 

Upon arriving at the planet on which the ship crashed, the
crew find there are no life signs, but the ship’s atmosphere
is breathable - and scans reveal there’s plenty of duratani-
um available. They split up into two teams, with Tucker
and T’Pol heading towards the abandoned ship’s engineer-
ing section. 

They are soon sidetracked when they begin to see strange
things. Tucker notices a small hatch and blasts it away,
revealing an entire oasis, with ample trees, water and food
- only it appears to be completely deserted. 

Tucker goes exploring through the foliage and sees a
woman. T’Pol and Tucker chase after the woman, and sud-
denly find themselves surrounded by armed aliens. But
they manage to convince the aliens of their good inten-
tions, and learn the aliens are called the Kantare. They
have been stranded on the planet for three years and cre-

ated the oasis to shield themselves from alien attacks and
provide them with the tools they need to survive. 

Tucker quickly becomes close to Liana, the woman he fol-
lowed, with quite some sexual tension between them -
something that leads T’Pol to remind Tucker of the last
time he got involved with an alien species. There’s even a
suggestion of jealousy from T’Pol towards Liana. 

They all beam back to the Enterprise, agreeing to help the
Kantare with repairs and get supplies. Archer calls Tucker
into his ready room to ask him if he’s noticed any strange
behaviour from their new friends. Tucker asks what’s going
on, and Archer explains that Reed had done an analysis of
their hull plating and discovered that ship has been down
there for 22 years. He tells Trip there is an escape pod in
orbit they are tractoring to the ship, hoping it will get
them some answers.

On the surface, T’Pol makes a stunning discovery when
she analyses some of the alien’s data, and the Kantare
immediately seize her to prevent their secret getting out.
But at the same time, the crew of the Enterprise open the
escape pod to find a man in there - identical to one of the
crew members of the derelict ship! Can he shed some
light on the secret of the aliens on the surface and their
past?

Episode Title: “Detained””

Synopsis/Episode Description:

Sources reveal that the episode will take place in a
Mazarite detention center called ‘Gantoris’ where Archer
and Mayweather are held along with several Suliban
including ‘Sajen’, ‘Danik’, and a child, ‘Narra’. These Suliban
are not members of the Cabal that the villain Silik works
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ENTERPRISE
Air Date Ep # Title
April 03 120 “Oasis”

April 10 113 “Dear Doctor” R

April 17 114 “Sleeping Dogs” R

April 24 121 ”Detained”

April 30 122 “Vox Solis”

May 01 123 “Fallen Hero”

May 08 124 “Desert Crossings”

May 15 125 “Two Days and Two Nights”

May 22 126 “Shockwave”
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for and are being held because the Mazarites fear the
reprisal of the Cabal. 

During the episode, Archer and Mayweather befriend sev-
eral of their fellow Suliban prisoners and are told about
the species’ past. Danik reveals that the Suliban left their
homeworld over a thousand years ago and became
nomadic, settling peacefully across the quadrant with
races like the Mazarites (who are human-like in appear-
ance) and the Tiburon. But just seven years ago, the
Cabal began attacking non-aligned Suliban settlements on
these worlds, causing the Suliban to be at first ostracized
and eventually imprisoned. 

The Suliban detainees expect that once the Cabal is
defeated, they’ll be released. But Archer warns of powerful
allies that may make their reign last quite some time. The
Mazarite ‘Colonel Grat’ expresses to Archer the desire to
eventually ally with humanity in the war against the
Suliban—thousands of Mazarites have died as a result of
the Cabal—and Grat wants to know about Archer’s deal-
ings with them. He asks about the events on Rigel Ten
from the pilot episode, revealing that Mazarite operatives
witnessed the firefight between the Enterprise crew and
the Suliban. Grat is intensely interested in protecting his
people from the Suliban threat and the episode has
shades many will recognize from contemporary history—
the internment of innocent citizens during war time. In
dialogue reminiscient of even recent months, Grat reminds
Archer that the most important front in this war with the
Suliban is at home. 

Sajen doesn’t trust Archer or Mayweather; indeed even
Captain Archer admits his perception of the Suliban and
the Cabal have been unified up to this point. But these
Suliban are paying the price for the Cabal’s activities and
sharing in none of the genetic trophies. Sajen is particular-
ly in touch with his people’s history, even going so far as
to reenact “the arrival” of their ancestors and the warm
welcome of the ancient Mazarites, with whom these
Suliban have shared 400 years of history. 

When the Enterprisers begin planning an escape that will
involve capturing impounded Suliban vessels and making it
back to the NX-01 in one piece so the Suliban can be
taken to Tiburon, where they believe a peaceful settle-
ment still exists, not all the Suliban prisoners think this
armed insurrection is wise and getting everyone onboard
proves difficult. 

Episode Title: “Fallen Hero”

Synopsis/Episode Description:

As the episode opens, T’Pol is telling the crew about the

planet of Risa, where the Enterprise is headed for some
much-needed shore leave. But the ship doesn’t make it
there (at least not until ‘Two Days and Two Nights’ two
weeks later), as halfway along the journey the ship is
reassigned to head to the planet Mazar to pick up a
Vulcan Ambassador.

The Ambassador is being expelled from the planet due to
alleged criminal misconduct. In actual fact, the ambassa-
dor is on a special mission, and has difficulty telling Archer
exactly what is going on. Things get even more complicat-
ed for Archer when the Enterprise is pursued by the
Mazarite equivalent of the mafia, leaving it to fight its way
to the Vulcan rendez-vous point.

‘Fallen Hero’ will see Archer push the Enterprise to Warp 5
for the first time ever. In addition, in this episode we will
learn that joint fleet operations with the Vulcans have
been re-established.

Episode Title: “Two Days and Two Nights””

Synopsis/Episode Description:

TrekToday posted detailed plot info on ‘Two Days And Two
Nights,’ an upcoming Enterprise episode that will see the
crew relaxing on the well-known pleasure planet Risa. 

In ‘Two Days And Two Night,’ many of the ship’s senior
officers enjoy a well-earned holiday. . Archer spends his
holiday in a luxurious villa, but soon meets an alien
woman named Keyla. Reed and Trip get in trouble when
they try to pick up what they think are two beautiful alien
women. Hoshi Sato meets Ravis, a young alien man who
shares her interest in languages. And Mayweather man-
ages to get himself critically wounded and into a Risan
hospital.

Risa has been mentioned in many Star Trek episodes, and
has previously been seen in two: TNG’s ‘Captain’s Holiday’
and the less-than-classic DS9 episode ‘Let He Who Is
Without Sin...’

Episode Title: “Desert Crossing”

Synopsis/Episode Description:

The U.S.S. Enterprise’s ‘Sailors of the Year’ recently visited
their fictional 22nd counterpart to film guest appearances
in an upcoming Enterprise episode. 

Aviation Electronic Technician First Class Robert Pickering,
Aviation Electrician’s Mate Second Class Timothy
Whittington and Personnelman Third Class Sara Elizabeth
Pizzo were invited to appear on the series after they were
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singled out by the United States Navy for their exceptional
service, according to a report on PRNewswire. 

Pickering, Whittington and Pizzo filmed their scenes in the
episode ‘Desert Crossings’ on Tuesday, March 7. While on
the set they presented executive producers Rick Berman
and Brannon Braga with a plaque thanking the cast and
crew of Enterprise for their support while the U.S.S.
Enterprise was serving in the war against terrorism. 

Episode Title: “Vox Solis”

Synopsis/Episode Description:

The Enterprise crew encounter a race called the
Kreetassens, and unwittingly insult the aliens. When the
Enterprise pulls away from the Kreetassen ship, an alien
lifeform makes it to the Enterprise and nests in one of its
cargo bays. It snatches several crew members with its big
octopus-like tentacles, including Archer and Tucker, and
begins to cocoon and integrate the Enterprise crewmen
with itself.

Left in charge of the ship, T’Pol has to work with the crew
to find a way to defeat the creature. In the process, Reed
will invent the first energy “force field,” and T’Pol and
Hoshi grow much closer when they try to discover how to
communicate with the alien lifeform.

Episode Title: Shockwave

Synopsis/Episode Description:

“The final episode will deal a lot with that [the temporal
cold war], as will the first episode of next year, and you’ll
learn a lot more about it,” he said. 

The producer also discussed exploring the foundations of
the Federation, saying, “Over the course of the seasons,
we definitely want to get into, how did it all come to be?
How did this thing called the Federation happen? How did
they become part of the intergalactic neighborhood? How
did they earn respect? That’s all going to be part of the
show, for sure. We will be hinting at it early next season.”

X-FILES Writer John Shiban Beams
Aboard ENTERPRISE as Newest Scribe

Variety reports this morning that X-FILES scribe
John Shiban has been hired aboard ENTER-
PRISE. Shiban began with the FOX science fic-
tion series back in 1995 and also contributed
to the short-lived HARSH REALM and THE
LONE GUNMEN. He directed the XF episode
“Underneath”; for a list of episodes he is cred-
ited with, check out the Internet Movie
Database. He was nominated with co-writers
Chris Carter and Vince Gilligan in 1997 for an
Emmy Award for the episode “Memento Mori.”
Shiban with serve as a writer and co-executive
producer with current supervising producer
Chris Black, who will become a co-executive
producer for next season.

Executive producer Rick Berman is quoted in
the trade as saying, “The single hardest thing
for us to do after all these years is to find
great writers who understand STAR TREK. It’s
always been a problem.” 

This is the first writer from a high-profile sci-
ence fiction series that has been brought
aboard TREK’s newest series and may indicate
a change in direction for season two toward
more science fiction based storytelling.

ENTERPRISE DVDs Coming w/ Extras by the End of the
Year

You may remember before Christmas we arranged a link through to
the a Paramount sponsored on-line survey regarding “Enterprise” on
DVD. Paramount wanted feedback on the release strategy, should
there be a release every month or one big box set before Christmas.
Previous surveys we have run suggested that readers of this website
wanted a box set at Christmas and not featureless disks once a
month. 

Well it seems that Paramount and their on-line survey (which was
also mailed to members of their Latinum card database) agrees with
us. In a major “Enterprise” article in a trade publication, Paramount
have let it be known that “Enterprise” will be coming to DVD as a
boxset just before or after Christmas this year. Paramount’s “Star
Trek Marketing expert” is quoted as saying about the opinions
expressed in the survey:

“They want the product as quickly as they can get it and they know
that VHS is the quickest route to market”

“They also said that what they didn’t want was DVDs month in and
month out with poor extras. They want a DVD box set that is totally
comprehensive.”

The article also mentions that the extras for the set are already
being worked upon although there are no details as of yet. However
we can confirm that the VHS series (at least episode one) is being
released widescreen (around 1.78:1 letterbox) so I guess that the
eventual DVD release will also be widescreen.
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Jeffrey Combs Interview

Jeffrey Combs, who plays mysteri-
ous Andorian Shran on Enterprise,
returns to the series this week as
another character, Krem — one
of the first group of Ferengi ever
encountered by humans. Combs
is known to Trek fans as Deep

Space Nine’s Weyoun, the Vorta
mouthpiece of the Dominion, and

Brunt, the greedy Ferengi who wants
to chop Quark into pieces. He also played

fight promoter Penk on Voyager’s ‘Tsunkatse’ and
appeared in DS9’s ‘Meridian.’

During a career that includes nearly a hundred theatrical
appearances and dozens of films, he has played H.P.
Lovecraft and Montgomery Clift. But for many genre fans,
Combs will always be remembered as Herbert West from
the classic cult film Re-Animator. He talks to Trek Nation
about his new Enterprise characters, working with Scott
Bakula, twisted Vulcan logic and the horror movie that
won’t let him go.

Trek Nation: Welcome back to Star Trek. It seems like
once you’re in with this group, you’re in — I see that
Ethan Phillips is doing the Ferengi episode, and Rene
Auberjonois will be appearing too. 

Jeffrey Combs: I saw Rene a couple of weeks ago. I was
finishing up my episode and he was showing up for a cos-
tume fitting for the next episode. I came back from a
rehearsal and Rene was standing there saying, ‘Is that the
way you’re going to do that? You’re not going to do it that
way, are you?’ 

I love Rene. I wouldn’t be here without Rene. I guest-
starred in my first Deep Space Nine, an episode called
‘Meridian’ directed by Jonathan Frakes, and because of
that I got to reacquaint with Rene — I had done theater
with him at the Mark Taper Forum some years before. We
reconnected, and about a month later, he was directing his
first episode, which was a Ferengi episode, ‘Family
Business.’ He suggested me for the role of Brunt. 

Trek Nation: Now you’re Andorian as well as Ferengi.
What’s the Enterprise set like for you, after having been
on the other shows, where you must have had a lot of
friends? 

Combs: The camaraderie is great. Morale is really high, in
large part due to Scott. He’s just a leader — he is the cap-
tain, and a great pace-setter. He’s very engaging, he
approaches everybody, he’s friends with everybody, a
great wit, and expects in a quiet and strong way that
that’s the way the set should go. It’s a good place to

work, a fun-but-serious place, ‘Let’s get the work done but
let’s have fun doing it.’ It’s a great place to go in large part
because of him. He sets a tone that is phenomenal and no
one wants to disrupt that. He’s like the quarterback and
everybody wants to do their best, including me. 

Trek Nation: Is it a lot of the casting people and crew
you knew from DS9 and Voyager? 

Combs: The casting people, yes. The director of photog-
raphy is the same, a lot of the directors are the same.
There are a number of familiar faces. It’s the same
wardrobe people, makeup people — maybe on the earlier
shows they didn’t have as much responsibility, some
moved up and some moved on. 

So it’s the same, but different — kind of like a parallel uni-
verse. Enterprise is on three soundstages, two where
Voyager was and one where a lot of Deep Space Nine
was, so the bridge and the torpedo room, the launch bays
and all that — that’s all on a soundstage that a lot of
Deep Space Nine was done on. So it’s sort of weird. I walk
on and think, ‘I’ve probably stood right in this exact spot
and been Weyoun.’ 

Trek Nation: Shran reminded me a bit in the first
episode of Weyoun, because he was going to get the
information through torture if he had to, but he could stay
above it and smile about it. 

Combs: In the first one? I don’t remember smiling very
much. I remember being determined and pissed and ruth-
less. The ruthless part is certainly the same, but Weyoun
would circle his prey. These guys are much more visceral
and hands-on than Weyoun. 

Trek Nation: Are you playing him as paranoid, or as
completely straightforward — this is what he believes not
because he’s paranoid, but because he knows the truth?
When he first says he had to come rescue Archer because
he couldn’t sleep at night, it sounds sort of neurotic, but
we know so little about Andorian culture that it may not
be neurotic to them. 

Combs: That was a hard line. I couldn’t sleep at night?
He doesn’t sleep any night, probably, because he’s got his
finger on the trigger. I just took it as a metaphor about
my overall angst about owing anybody anything. Really it’s
because he just doesn’t want to be in anyone’s back pock-
et or have anyone need him, from a political point of view;
he wants his slate clean so he’s free to do what he wants. 

That was sort of the way I approached it. It’s like saying I
had bad dreams and I want to get a good night’s sleep. I
think that I have the data on the Vulcans; I know for sure
what they’re doing. There’s no paranoia in there. 

Trek Nation: Do you have any sense of how high up
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Shran is in the Andorian hierarchy? 

Combs: No, I don’t. I don’t know how uniform and organ-
ized their resistance is. They have some pretty good tech-
nology — they have communicators and pretty good
weapons, and they can get around. They have a pretty
good spy network. But how far up he is, I don’t know.
Give me some medals! He’s probably kind of a free radical,
just kind of roams around. 

Trek Nation: ‘Hey, you blew up P’Jem, now go deal with
Coridan.’ 

Combs: That was another thing I thought was interest-
ing. The captain is taking our side in the argument, saying
you know, if the Vulcans were in the position of the
Andorians, they’d do the same thing. He told the Vulcans,
you did have a center there that you didn’t say that you
had. You basically lied to us about the reality of the situa-
tion, so you can’t come to us and be all haughty about it
when you were caught with your pants down! 

We Andorians can maybe trust these humans because
they did the right thing by us even though we beat them
up and interrogated them. In the end they know right
from wrong. Which to me is the kernel of the Andorians’
issues — what’s fair, what’s right, not just who’s strongest,
though that could easily turn, too. There’s no reason they
can’t be the bad guys at some point. 

Trek Nation: Might they become villains? Did the produc-
ers talk to you about whether your character would be
recurring? 

Combs: No, that would be conveying too much informa-
tion! They were very effusive the first time. Brannon came
down to my trailer and said that this was going to be the
best show, so they were very enthusiastic. But they never
said you’ll be back, definitely. I don’t really know what
their philosophy is on this show about ongoing storylines.
I don’t know whether we’re going to be recurring villains
or what. 

Trek Nation: The Andorian we know best from Star Trek
is the one who wasn’t really — the disguised Orion from
the original series. And then there were throwaway lines
on Next Gen, I think that was where we found out they
get married in groups of four. Did they tell you anything
more than what little we know? 

Combs: No. I watched ‘Journey To Babel’ — again,
because I had seen it a long time ago — but I think they
want to start a clean slate. They didn’t hand me a bible or
anything. They didn’t say, ‘Remember this.’ The makeup
isn’t the same, and even the whole commando idea — in
‘Journey to Babel,’ they’re more diplomats. 

Trek Nation: So far it seems this show has set the

Vulcans up as the biggest villains — bigger than the
Klingons. 

Combs: I know, and I think that’s great. Remember how
Scotty was sort of anti-Spock? Here’s the reason why. It’s
not just bigotry — there’s probably a personal and histori-
cal justification for it. These guys keep laying it in, every
show, ‘You kept secrets from my father, you didn’t give us
the antidote for something when you could have, you did-
n’t give us the technology, you told us one thing when it’s
another, P’Jem was just a sanctuary when in reality it’s a
surveillance center of huge proportions.’ 

Trek Nation: And now Shran says the Vulcans are mass-
ing a fleet. 

Combs: We know that they’re waging a war against us.
We know it! When I see those lines, I go, okay, isn’t that
interesting! I love the Vulcans’ use of logic — that logic
can be tortured to attain them the things they really want.
You can use logic to justify your territorial needs or your
strategic needs. It’s a very curious sort of examination of
the Vulcans. I think that’s one of the strongest notes that
they’ve brought up, an ingenious note. All these aliens are
manifestations of humans, in one extreme or another, so
you can delude yourself even with logic. 

Trek Nation: I read that you had said you thought
Enterprise was closest in style to the original series. 

Combs: Not in style, so much — in structure. It’s a single
ship out there exploring the universe; it has a lot more
action than the others, which tended to fall into a lot of
walking-and-talking stuff, whereas you’re guaranteed some
things going on physically in this show. A strong captain
who is instinctive...in that way it’s very similar to the origi-
nal series. 

The simplicity of the form is like the original. To seek out
strange new worlds...to go where no man has gone
before. I don’t even think Next Generation did that quite
so on the nose. I always found Next Gen kind of cold. And
with Voyager, you’re lost and you want to get home —
there’s no stronger premise than that, that’s The Odyssey
— yet every time I watched that show I never got a sense
that they were doing anything to get home. Where were
the moral conflicts, the sacrifices to be made, decisions
that had to be stuck to, or temptations that pulled you
away from the central motivation? Enterprise has the
human dynamic. It’s Captain Archer deciding how to do
the right thing. 

Trek Nation: It looks like you’re part of a core group of
Andorians. 

Combs: Two, at least. My cohort in the first episode, who
liked T’Pol, was in this one too. It will be interesting to see
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if we’re both back, though they’re free to introduce other
Andorians too. Remember, with Weyoun, Weyoun started
as a guy who oversaw a little troupe of Jem’Hadar, making
sure they got their Ketracel-White. Then he evolved into
overseeing the entire Dominion War. 

Trek Nation: Although they kept having to bump off his
defective clones. At least on that show, you knew that
having your character die was of no consequence. 

Combs: When I first was killed, in my very first episode, I
thought, ‘That’s that.’ But they went, ‘Wait a minute, we
like this dynamic,’ so they found a way to bring me back.
One of the first questions I asked with Shran was, ‘Does
he die? He doesn’t die, does he?’ 

Trek Nation: ‘And if he does, does he have an identical
twin brother?’ But you’re playing a Ferengi, too. Do you
survive ‘Acquisition’? 

Combs: Yes! Ferengi never get killed. They’re too lus-
ciously cunning, like animals. They’re selfish and clever
but they can be put back in their place. The Ferengi were
originally supposed to be intimidating, not comical; that
lasted about thirty seconds. In their nature they’re humor-
ous because they’re so one-track. But they can be very
different from one another. Ethan Phillips is doing one in
this episode and we’re very different. 

Trek Nation: Of your Ferengi characters, who’s meaner,
Brunt or Krem? 

Combs: I’m a much nicer guy this time. This is a Ferengi
caught in a situation he doesn’t want to be caught in. He’s
the innocent. I appreciated that they gave me that — I
think originally they thought of me doing the Ferengi ver-
sion of Shran. 

Trek Nation: Playing a Ferengi before must have helped
you with this character. 

Combs: Actually not. I was scared — I’m in this makeup
and my sense memory tells me it’s Brunt makeup, but it’s
not. So I had to shed away everything ingrained in me
about how I would react, because I’m not Brunt. 

Trek Nation: Have you ever asked about playing a
Starfleet officer — a human? 

Combs: When you play all these villains, it’s hard for the
producers to think of you as one of the crew. I’m the utili-
ty player at the end of the bench, tarring my bat, and
every once in awhile they say, ‘Combs, get in there and hit
one.’ 

Trek Nation: Who’s the hardest makeup job? 

Combs: That’s a hard one. I like the Ferengi least of all

just because it’s the least comfortable. It closes off your
world, you can’t hear very well, and as the day accumu-
lates, it starts really doing a number. The Andorians are
fairly comfortable...although the first day was not, because
we were still getting the kinks out of the contraption that
works the antennae underneath the wig and forehead
piece. 

Trek Nation: Do you control those? 

Combs: No, there’s a battery-pack transmitter on the
back of my belt, and there’s a puppeteer who operates the
controls off-camera. He watches rehearsals and talks to
me about when we need them. I try not to think about
them. That’s his world — I hear them clicking and whirring
every once in awhile, but not when the camera’s rolling. I
get tunnel vision and I don’t hear. 

Trek Nation: Did you see The Tick? He has the world’s
most expressive antennae. 

Combs: I did see a little, when I was getting out of my
blue makeup one night. In the makeup trailer they had it
on TV and I’m going, wait a second! Blue is everywhere! I
wonder if it’s the same technology. 

Trek Nation: I’m sure you get asked about the makeup
at conventions. What are the questions you get asked
most often? 

Combs: ‘What’s the makeup like? How long does the
makeup take? How do you remember those lines?’ The
interesting one, I always find, is, ‘Do you like working with
all that makeup on?’ The implication of the question is, ‘Is
that less than acting?’ Which is a silly notion really. An
actor has tools, and special-effects makeup is just a part
of that tool bag. In many ways it’s harder, because you
have to find other ways to express things. It’s an extra
challenge. It frees you up, though, because you’re not you
anymore. You can go to the market and buy milk without
being recognized. You can do something else. I do other
things. 

Trek Nation: What have you been working on? 

Combs: Last year I went to Luxembourg and shot a
movie with Stephen Dorff called FearDotCom, which is
going to be out in theaters sometime this year. Warner
Bros. picked it up for North America and they’re going to
give it a really good release. I play something totally dif-
ferent — a slovenly, lazy, dried-up, apathetic cop. Stephen
Dorff is the more caring, edgy detective still dealing with
the case that got away. I’m sort of ‘Eh, who cares, can’t
win ‘em all, you want a donut?’ I’m basically a lost-my-
edge kind of cop, which is really different from anything
I’ve ever done before. That’s what I like to do. 
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Trek Nation: Is this a straight thriller or supernatural? 

Combs: It’s sort of Seven meets What Lies Beneath. If
you log on to this web site, you end up dying of your
worst fear. Sort of that icky Seven tone, with maybe a lit-
tle esoteric feel to it. So that was good. I went to Spain
and shot a movie called Faust. And I did a little independ-
ent movie called Attic Expeditions, which Blockbuster has
picked up and will put out in their stores, which is a
twisty-turny little mind-bender movie. So I’m keeping busy. 

Trek Nation: Are people still asking whether there’s
going to be another Re-Animator? 

Combs: Oh, I still get that. It’s out on the web as if it’s
happening, as if I’m attached, and at this point none of
that is true. The web is an interesting place. If one site
posts something, then other sites pick it up and perpetu-
ate it as if it’s gospel, without asking the people involved.
Beyond Re-Animator is all over the place, my name is
there, supposedly it’s in pre-production, and this is the far-
thest thing from the truth. There is no deal in place. 

Trek Nation: Would you like there to be, or is it been-
there, done-that? 

Combs: I’m ambivalent about it. Re-Animator has been
very good to me, but I don’t think that you can get the
genie back in the bottle. It’s very hard to make a success-
ful sequel, and there is a little bit of been-there, done-
that. 

Earlier in my career I was considered a horror actor, which
kind of irked me because that perpetuated itself for
awhile. I’m an actor — horror found me, I didn’t find it.
I’ve gotten out of that little box, though now perhaps I’m
thought of as a sci-fi/horror actor with great potential I
hope to break out of that into much more. So if I went
back and did it, it might very well not help my cause. I
have nothing against horror if it’s done well, but I have my
own vision of the future too. 

Trek Nation: Do you write or produce? 

Combs: Write? No. That’s a different part of the brain, I
suspect, that has to be engaged. Produce, if I found a

project that gassed me up, I would probably give it my all.
I do a lot of reading, but how could I get anything done if
my interests lie outside of sci-fi/horror? Everyone would
say, ‘The only way we could get money is if it were sci-
fi/horror,’ and my interests are much more varied. I tend
to read historical novels and mysteries. Right now I’m
reading The Corrections. 

Trek Nation: The book that had the brouhaha because
the author didn’t want to be commodified by Oprah. 

Combs: Well, good for him. He probably didn’t want to be
lumped in with her list. Although if you compare Oprah’s
list to the bestsellers...oh my god, people would rather
pick up the latest Dawn Steele? Isn’t it demoralizing? I
don’t get it. I look at the bestsellers and I go, ‘What? This
is what people want?’ 

But my tastes are not mainstream. I remember in high
school everyone talking about Night of the Living Dead,
and I thought, that’s going to be too creepy for me. And I
didn’t see it for a really long time. I had a block about it. I
imagine that that was the case with Re-Animator for a lot
of people. Everybody now remembers it as this huge cult
hit, and it certainly got incredible reactionary reviews — if
they weren’t glowing, at least they were very strong! 

Trek Nation: So many movies have copied it, and it was
influential on other people making horror movies. 

Combs: But it did not have a huge release when it first
came out. It had a very small theatrical release. Word of
mouth was very strong. We didn’t make that product. It’s
grown in stature as the years have gone by. 

Trek Nation: Do you still see a lot of the DS9 cast? 

Combs: I’m going to see Casey Biggs’ production of
Richard III tonight with Marc Alaimo. We live near each
other. With Marc Alaimo and Casey Biggs, I do a three-
man show, so we see each other periodically and travel
together. We’re going to be at about four conventions this
year together doing our show. 

Trek Nation: Enjoy the fans! Thanks very much for this.

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp


Frakes Says ‘Nemesis’ Wasn’t Offered to Him

He started off by revealing he did not get a shot at
directing STAR TREK: NEMESIS.

“I was never offered it. I was surprised,” Frakes said. “We
just finished shooting [CLOCKSTOPPERS]. It’s actually
going to be a fabulous movie, NEMESIS. It’s back to the
great, big action adventure galactic stakes with Picard on
the Enterprise coming to save the day. It’s old STAR
TREK, it’s big. It’s a war movie.” 

Frakes also confirmed one of the persistant online
reports. 

“I can tell you that I finally do get to marry the beautiful Counselor Troi; that much I’ll leak,” Frakes said. And thankfully
for TREK fans, he shot down reports this would be the final TREK film sporting the NEXT GENERATION crew. “I think
only if it doesn’t do well. I think unfortunately, or fortunately, the reality in Hollywood is if your movie makes money
they’ll make another one. And I think that’s true of STAR TREK as well.”
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Wheaton Debunks Leak of ‘Nemesis’ Shooting Script

Wil Wheaton has commented on the recent leak of the
apparent shooting script
for Star Trek Nemesis.
Here are his comments:

So I’ve gotten lots of
emails about this appar-
ent Nemesis script that’s
on the net, and I have a
thing or two to say about
it.

I took a look at it, and
it’s not the script I was
handed, stamped “CON-

FIDENTIAL” all over it. It’s not the script we shot. 

I guess lots of people have jumped to some wild conclu-
sions about this, which is understandable, because we all
want the movie to be good. 

Finally, here’s something to ask yourself , if you’ve read it:

Would you judge a baseball team’s world series chances
by their performance in their first Spring Training game?

Like every movie, some people will love this, and some
people won’t. I bet every hard core Trekkie will find some-
thing to love, and something to hate. That’s the mark of a
good movie. The studio could still mess it up, but I’m not
too worried.

Relax, everybody. It’s not Episode One. I promise. It’s
going to be fine.

Note: The script that was believed to be the actual shoot-
ing script was void of certain cameo appearances, but
even though Wheaton says this is not the script that was
shot, it doesn’t mean the story will be drastically different.
It should also be noted that the leaked version did contain
editorial comments from whomever leaked the material in
the first place.

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
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Activision Announces ‘Starfleet Command 3’

ACTIVISION ANNOUNCES THE NEXT GENERATION OF
STARSHIP COMBAT WITH STAR TREK STARFLEET COM-
MAND® III 

Activision Takes The Helm Of The Popular Starfleet
Command Franchise 

Santa Monica, CA - March 22, 2002 - Activision, Inc.
(Nasdaq: ATVI) is setting a new course for the popular
Starfleet Command franchise with the announcement of
Star Trek Starfleet Command® III for the PC. A tactical
starship simulator, Star Trek Starfleet Command III will be
the first title in the game series to take place in the Star
Trek: The Next Generation® timeline. Star Trek Starfleet
Command III, being developed by Taldren, Inc., is expect-
ed to be available this holiday season and has not yet
been rated by the ESRB. 

“The Starfleet Command series captures the spirit and
style of Star Trek by offering large-scale, ship-to-ship tacti-
cal combat,” states Larry Goldberg, executive vice presi-
dent, Activision Worldwide Studios. “Star Trek Starfleet
Command III reinvents the legendary series by bringing it
into the Star Trek: The Next Generation universe and
introducing powerful new ship customization, more in-
depth story missions, and a streamlined interface.” 

Similar to the earlier games in the SFC franchise Star Trek
Starfleet Command III allows gamers to optimize their
ship and allocate power to their ship’s systems for differ-
ent types of strategies such as hit-and-run maneuvers,
ambushes or direct assaults. However, Star Trek Starfleet
Command III simplifies this process by introducing a new
interface for system management that reduces the “micro-
management” of starship control, and allows players to
focus on combat. Additionally, for the first time in any Star
Trek game players can significantly customize their vessel’s
weapons, engines, shields and other systems. As players

progress through the game, they can acquire better
phasers and disruptors, stronger shields and outfit their
ship with new special weapons. Star Trek Starfleet
Command III also pushes the boundary of the genre by
incorporating RPG elements into the experience. Over the
course of the game, officers under the player’s command
will gain experience and acquire unique skills which
increases the ships overall efficiency and enable the player
to employ advanced attacks. Players can also choose to
recruit new and more experienced officers to maximize the
overall effectiveness of their ship. 

The single player portion of Star Trek Starfleet Command
III consists of three separate campaigns where gamers
have the opportunity to play as the Klingons, Romulans
and the Federation. Initially, players will be given com-
mand of a ship with limited capabilities, but after the com-
pletion of a successful mission, they will accrue prestige
points that they can spend on more powerful ships, sys-
tem upgrades or officers. In the game players will have
the opportunity to control over 25 legendary vessels from
Star Trek: The Next Generation such as the Sovereign-
class starship, the Romulan Warbird, the Borg Cube, and
the Klingon Neghvar-class battleship, as well as several
original ship designs. The campaign’s progress and the
state of the universe can be tracked from a large map that
will reflect the political allegiance of hundreds of sectors. 

Star Trek Starfleet Command III will also feature a multi-
player “skirmish mode” where players can engage in com-
bat as any of the three playable races from the campaign
or as the Borg. Skirmish mode offers instant action-style
free-for-all and team-based multiplayer games. Star Trek
Starfleet Command III also includes an enhanced version
of the Dynaverse 3 multiplayer environment. This persist-
ent online component will feature improved AI and a new
system that allows players to join the same fleet, travel
together across the map and battle alongside one another
for galactic dominance.
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2002 CONVENTIONS

VULKON: May 24-26, 2002.  Atlanta, GA.  RATES: Weekend:
Autographs/Reserved Seating: $75/person, Saturday only -
Autographs/Reserved Seating: $40/person, Sunday only -
Autographs/Reserved Seating: $40/person, Children 10 and
younger are free except for reserved seating where the membership
is $10 (no autographs). Banquet Tickets are $50/person. HOTEL:
Marriott Century Center, 2000 Century Blvd, Atlanta, GA. 30345.

(404) 325-0000.  HOTEL-RATES: $74 (you must reserve by April 23, 2002).  GUEST: Barry Morse, John Billingsley,
Bruce Campbell (invited, but not confired).  EVENTS:  Not posted until April, more information will be posted at that time
at the Vulkon web site at: http://vulkon.com/atlanta/a-stars.htm

DEEPSOUTHCON 40: June 14th-16th, 2002.  Huntsville, AL.  RATES: $30 through May 28, 2002. HOTEL: Hilton INN,
401 Williams Avenue SW, Huntsville AL 35801. (256) 533-1400.  HOTEL-RATES: Special convention rates $79 S/D, $85
T/Q, plus tax.  GUEST: Alan Rich, Bob Eggleston, Nicki and Rich Lynch, Connie Willis.  EVENTS: Art Show, Dealer
Room.  For more information E-mail at dsc40@con-stellation.org, or write (include a self addressed stamped envelope)
to DeepSouthCon 40, P.O. Box 4857, Huntsville Al. 35815-4857.  Visit their web site at: http://www.con-
stellation.org/dsc40

SCI-FI SUMMER: July 5-7, 2002. Atlanta, GA.  RATES: $15 until May 1, 2002, Group rates (5) people: $75 / $10 for
each additional member.  HOTEL: Marriott Century Center, 2000 Century Blvd. NE, Atlanta, GA 30022. (404) 325-0000.
HOTEL-RATES: Special Rate $79.  GUEST: George Lowe, Lisa M. Getto, Gwen Knighton.  EVENTS: Dealer’s Room,
Art Show, Sci-Fi Gong Show, Klingon Theater, Panels on (Do Comics really NEED Big-Busted Women?)-(Lord Of The
Rings: Now What?)-(Why Aren’t Online Comics Successful?)-(The Changing Face of Sci-Fi Cons)-(How To Put Together
a SF show).  For more information E-mail joeve@bellsouth.net.  Visit their web site at: http://www.sci-fi-summer.com/

SHORE LEAVE 24: July 12-14, 2002, Baltimore, MD.  RATES: Received by May 31, 2002: Adult: $50, Children (5-12):
$12, Children (under 5): Free with paying adult. At the Door Cost: Weekend: $60, Friday Only: $15, Saturday Only: $35,
Sunday Only: $30, Children (5-12): $12.  HOTEL: Marriott’s Hunt Valley Inn, 245 Shawan Rd, Hunt Valley, MD 21031.
(410)785-7000.  HOTEL-RATES: Special rate of $102 + 13% tax/night.  GUEST: Will be announced as soon as they are
confirmed.  EVENTS: Art Show, Dealers, Science Programming, Blood Drive, Children’s Programming, Workshops,
Dancing, Game Room.  For more information E-mail information@shore-leave.com or write to Shore Leave 23, P.O. Box
6809, Towson, MD 21285-6809. (410)496-4456.  Visit their web site at: http://www.shore-leave.com/

LIBERTYCON 16: July 26-28, 2002.  Chattanooga, TN.  RATES: $30 until July 10, 2002, $45 after July 10, 2002. registra-
tion cut off after July 20, 2002. NOTE: Limited to 450 paid attendees.  HOTEL: Ramada Inn South, I-75 at East Ridge,
Tennessee Exit #1, East Ridge, TN. 37412. (423) 894-6110.  HOTEL-RATES: $56/night plus tax for 1-4 people.  GUEST:
S. M. Stirling, Larry Elmore, John Ringo, Darryl Elliot.  EVENTS: Casino, Masquerade, Dance, Killer Cutthroat Spades,
Computer Gameroom, Art Show.  For more information E-mail them at libertycon@libertycon.org or write LibertyCon 15,
P.O. Box 695, Hixon, Tn. 37343-0695.  Visit their web site at http://www.libertycon.org

DRAGON*CON: August 30-September 2, 2002.  Altanta, GA.  More information will be posted as it comes available, but
the rates are in:  $45 through 02/15/2002, $50 through 05/15/2002, $60 through 07/15/2002, $75 thereafter and at-the-
door. Beginning August 30, 2002.  Lifetime Membership is $500.  Registration forms can be found at: http://www.drag-
oncon.com/ (then click on 2002 memberships). or to pay by Visa or MasterCard call (770) 909-0115

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp

